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ABSTRACT  

Came 20th century, German Professor Alfred Wegener found out continental landmasses drifted in ocean-waters crashing into one another. That phenomenal 

movement across Vedic-Period-Earth was his professed old continental drift hypothesis. He realized during 1912 that present-day six continents were solid-one as 

Pangaea (meaning "All Nations") of compressed singular proto-continent. His 1915‟s „Origin of Continents & Oceans‟ with geological-paleontological 

illustrations on drifted America & Africa plus their coastal outlines‟ jigsaw-puzzle-fit observation proved drifting to scientific community. 

Today‟s scientific version says that Pangaea had gone through primary divine-cracking existential split into binary of Laurasia & Gondwanaland (LG) while the 

LG through secondary divine-cracking existential split intohexarchy of Africa, Asia, North America, South America , Australia & Europe ratifying  Pangaea, LG 

and Drifting Research . 

This paper is architect of following four questions raising New Hypothesis titled above. 

Whether Pangaea is the divine once-for-all finality before advent of mankind? 

Can it be termed „Prenuclear Era‟ of Pangaea‟s mystery with Ocean through the ages? 

Why singular to secondary to sixth order differential was ordained limit of Continents? 

Was Pangaea read with „Before development of Nuclear Energy Systems Knowledge‟ intended for later times‟ evolutionary humankind‟s experimental 

breakthroughs over nuclear secrets? 

The above all abstractly inculcate nuclear energy applied thought-process development as need of the hour to unify divided houses of pro-nuclear and anti-

nuclear Nations. That hypothesises titled Simulated Pangaea preferably well-in-time. Pronuclear World would not be awaiting divine-ordained „Return of 

Pangaea‟, also hypothesised in Title,from the Cosmos  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The Professor Alfred Wegener (1880-1930) who was German climatologist, geologist, geophysicist, meteorologist, polar researcher and lastly but not 

least importantly the son of a Minister of Religion had worked out wonders in construing the sighted similarities in flora and fauna on different and 

distant continents which all threw open the gauntlet of scientific research with academic-splits of academic-spirits into the life-lines of the geologic past 

that involves the examination of plant and animal fossils nature-treasured in many a geological rocks / rock strata valuable as the geological-timers. 

However, he kept in mind the originality of the Earth called Pangaea being a singleton molded shelter to the un-bifurcated land mass called continent. 

A geo-comprehension, he had boosted was that the Earth in passage of time got broken apart into distinct continents calling the Origin of Continents 

and Oceans.  

Alfred Wegener had advanced his fast-track research-method looking at many pro-proximity universals in geographic locations nurtured by Cosmic 

Nature‟s identical species inhabiting the Earth from the beginning of prehistoric times. The Nature‟s configured terrestrial fauna and flora with 

remnants of material-life-objects facilitated by occurrences of fossil organisms which are the geologically altered remains and/or conceptacles of once-
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living organisms established separation of the Continental rocks. His down-to-Earth hypothesis of Continental Drift in light of the paleontological 

(fossils of identical plants and animals) evidences clubbed with the prenuclear Pangaea has been called the Old Hypothesis of Alfred Wagner.   

This Paper introduces a New Hypothesis of Return of Pangaea caused by another Cosmic Universal Engineering Marvel via the Earth‟s Land, River, 

Sea & Mountain. In other words, a cosmic timetabled reconfiguration of hexarchy of isolated Continents into one solid-unit again. Moreover, in a 

nuclear World of ours, this Paper dares to also hypothesize on a Simulated Pangaea creation with the nuclear energy put to use to move the dilapidating 

continental geological rock en masse paving way to bring about unification of divided house of pro-nuclear and anti-nuclear Nations of World, say, just 

like within the prenuclear Pangaea of His excellency Professor Alfred Wegener.  

German Professor Alfred Wegener 

In my own perception, the combo of Return of Pangaea looking at Simulated Pangaea simultaneously will sum up to „An Applied Hypothesis‟s Reverse 

Engineering Call‟ even if it means different things to different scientific observers globally who do not believe in adding ‘nothing more than prophesy’ 

calling it merely prophesied ! 

1.1 EVERY RESEARCH HAS THE BEGINNING OF INDEX UNIQUE   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS     

 The OMLAR (Ocean-Mountain-Land-Atmosphere-Rock) of the prehistoric-Period-Earth is not an end in itself but a means to an end. 

Corresponding question arising is what of the end posed by the OMLAR since the OMLAR is not any-man-made but caused the eruption 

of the Super Continent Pangaea. 

 How could have been the OMLAR got incorporated into the Earth‟s Creation of Atmosphere?    

 Since when the OMLAR coalesce as being seen vividly on the Earth and also as the indicated life-lines that coalesce as the history of 

OMLAR’s changing movement that must have been the bottom-line for Pangaea‟s bifurcation leading to LG and subsequent hexarchy?   
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 Questionable also fundamentally is as to the OMLAR consistently or inconsistently containing or not containing genetic-hereditary-

information‟s insources (not outsourcing by OMLAR) assimilation among the OMLAR themselves in varying proportions during 

OMLAR’s steady-physical-state-touch-points and/or contacting touch and go cutting-edges of vast dimensions ? 

 Can one say that the OMLAR are divine-sponsored life-line-organic divine-actors of the Earth per se making up the whole of the Planetary 

Earth with living and non-living Matter? 

 Can Research prove that OMLAR issustainer of the Earth as Super Conceptacle? 

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVITY       

After reading the Abstract followed by Introduction above, this Paper avers that an implicative new Hypothesis of return of Pangaea in current nuclear 

world of ours is not an illogical and irrational round-table discourse in search of scientific outlook for the win and gain of integrating the 

bifurcated/trifurcated/fractured warring civilizations called Nations of Sovereignties on the Globe into a solid-one of non-racial Global Civilization.     

4. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE  

What is to be understood as a reality is the connectivity to researching several interpolations and extrapolations into the beginning, middle and end of 

pre-historic features and times of Earth with the Pangaea, Pangaea‟s second order differential of LG and LG‟s sixth order differential or hexarchy of 

landmass of LG, life on Earth, flora and fauna on Earth and importantly the non-advent of the mankind in those prenuclear geological affairs on the 

nuclear-insulated Earth.    

5. JUSTIFICATION OF THE RESEARCH STUDY  

 The prenuclear Pangaea, LG and hexarchy continental configuration of landmass point outwardly to some or the other kind of 

extrapolation with regard to the future of Earth with the presence of scientific wisdom and its application in the form of Nuclear technical 

know-how  by mankind  .   

 Alfred Wagner‟s “entire Mother Earth in one movement” caused Pangaea, LG and hexarchy on the arrow of fixed points of time inspires 

the Nuclear World to get back to a simulated Pangaea rather than awaiting to become spectators to a cosmic marvel of tidal forces of the 

Sun Planet acting on the viscous material of the Earth.  

6. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS DREAMING 

Having taken into consideration the simplistic requirements prescribed of Method & Methodology for giving out an expression of Research Status to 

this Paper in my self-direction throughout from the outset till the arrival of get-out, the following compilation of features of Method & Methodology in 

Research served my cause, purpose and objective. Also, a Research venture may be the outcome of either the course-wok and/or thinking-base for 

thought-put with one embarking on something creative like a painting of colour-splash for reforming-transforming-performing, to do by way of 

comparative and analytical bent of mind called Research that is behind the iron curtains of logical power oozing . 
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Fig. Research Method & Methodology Basics (Tele-visionary-colored-version) 

In familiar conventions, this Paper took recourse to external sources belonging to the secondary sources division of Data Sources ignoring Private, 

Internal and Primary sources besides unpublished records. Among the published records, a blend of ideas, notions and scheme of project motions, 

Televised Films and photography are utilized in some proportion in order to gather stamina for the Paper with attributes of self-directed research 

phenomenon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Research Method & Methodology Basics (printable version) 
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6.1 WHAT IS HYPOTHESIS DREAMING X-PLAINED ILLUSTRATIVELY! 

Taking a look at the hexarchy-set of photography hereunder, the hypothetical notions begin to run across differently in different individuals or groups 

or populations depending upon their situations they are in, say in research or outside researching. anything for a particular purpose or nill-purpose like 

simply viewing for enjoying ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig A set of hexarchy photography recorded by Author for shaded travelling in hot atmosphere 

What an innovation seen above asking which engineering college would that Driver have gone to? Human beings do have a lot of untapped talent - 

waiting to be explored & polished & bound to be implemented too. 

That reminds me of the Wright Brothers who started Flying-mechanics-knowledge-inputs, very very firstly in centuries by peddling technique of a trial 

and error bicycle gaining height in air! On similar lines, just recently, this Author got a dream of flying in the high skies changing the direction of 

sensational flying upwards and earthwards with distances increasing to/from distances in the space of high sky. What a personal inspirational 

excitement unforgettable, particularly when the sub-consciousness mind allows one partially conscious with physical body alive condition. Also, 

important to know that a Dream too is considered a valid basis for making a Research Hypothesis for a Research project to unfold as per the 

authenticated list of sources of materials for fabricating a Research Hypothesis. Just as there are a wide variety of views as to what exploration consists 

of and great differences in factual practices as to what people explore and how, so there are indispensable perspectives of what the process of 

undertaking exploration should look like. One can grasp the intrinsic features of research-exploration such as below.  
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Fig. Flexible opportunities of Research 

7. REVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE & SURVEY  

7.1. Wegener. A (1966). The Origins of Continents and Oceans 

           Availability online on my Home Computer @ 

<https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. cover page of Book 

Finding a generally acceptable layman‟s analysis of the causes of drifting motion of objects like continents which are a part and parcel of the Earth and 

difficult to view separately from rotation of the Earth is as challenging as defining the concepts of Newton‟s Laws of Motion  and Albert Einstein‟s 

Energy by the Mass and Velocity of Sunlight . Searching by means of the totality of the settings from Geodetics, Geophysics, Geography, Zoo-

geography, Botanical-geography, Palaeontology, Bio-geography, paleoclimatology, phytogeography, and Continental Drift Theory of Professor Alfred 

Wegener, this book is the best referencing and resourceful avenue. 

7.2. ORIGIN OF CONTINENT AND OCEAN BASINS 

     Availability online on my Home Computer @  

<https://unacademy.com/content/mppsc/study-material/geography/origin-of-continent-and-ocean-basins/> 

This piece of worth of reading value enlightens practical organization of Oceans as allotted slots on the Earth as support and grip equipment between 

themselves and rock-based movements.   

7.3. Styles of Thought on the Continental Drift Debate: Research Paper by Pablo A. Pellegrini (Journal for General Philosophy of Science 

(2019) 50:85–102          https://doi.org/10.1007/s10838-018-9439-7 1 3 ARTICLE)   

 

https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
https://unacademy.com/content/mppsc/study-material/geography/origin-of-continent-and-ocean-basins/
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 Availability online on my Home Computer @  

<Styles_of_Thought_on_the_Continental_Drift_Debate (1).pdf 

file:///C:/Users/ADMIN/AppData/Local/Temp/Styles_of_Thought_on_the_Continental_Drift_Debate%20(1).pdf> 

This Paper-reading is easily digestible and it knocks at the doors of Modern Science saying that the latter may even turn out to be a blackmailer to the 

mankind to drench them in anti-communal beliefs and unrests. The continental drift is a rationalist approach and suggests that evidence can be enough 

by itself to close scientific controversies. Continental drift debate took much longer than it was usually recognized with two styles of thought coexisting 

for hundreds of years as the fixism and mobilism of confronting evidences and interpretations. Both styles of thought coexisted for centuries providing 

a general background for the acceptance/rejection of the continental drift theory. 

7.4  Creation of Universe: A Study of Vedic Concept  

DOI : 10.36106/ijar 

( By Jaya Kundu , Ph.d. Research Scholar SidhoKanhoBirsha University, Purulia)   

<creation-of-universe-a-study-of-vedic-concept_November_2019_1572595699_1800355.pdf 

https://www.worldwidejournals.com/indian-journal-of-applied-research-(IJAR)/recent_issues_pdf/2019/November/creation-of-universe-a-study-of-

vedic-concept_November_2019_1572595699_1800355.pdf> 

Delving in the question of creation of the universe and how it all might have happened is not only one of most ancient inquisitiveness which has 

captured the imagination of human mind but also most logical outcome of human curiosity. Vedas have explored this most fascinating aspect of our 

existence and have propounded a comprehensive concept on its creation. All the auxiliary literature very clearly endorses the Vedic view of the 

origination of the cosmos from an initial fire ball. The principal of cause and effect finds a privileged place in the Vedas. The Vedas recognize the fact 

that creation out of nothing is impossibility. Science has also arrived at the same conclusion that matter can neither be created nor destroyed. It is 

immaterial whether science succeeds in ascertaining the exact nature of fundamental particles or not, but the truth remains that whatever be the form of 

ultimate physical existence is a reality which cannot be denied  

8.  HYPOTHESISED SIMULATED & COSMIC RETURN OF PANGAEA @ PAPER TITLE 

A hypothesis of the type empirical in nature is also referred to as the working hypothesis which claims a theory's validation via experiments and 

observation. This way, the statement in the capacity of being empirically hypothetical appears justifiable and different from a wild guess. In other 

words, the working hypothesis is another name for an empirically based hypothesis that asserts that experiments and observational data will validate a 

theory. In this manner, the assertion appears justified and distinguishable from a hunch in its capacity as an empirical hypothetical statement. So is my 

working hypothesis fabricated in technical senses of a research work of the nature embedded in the Abstract & Introduction of the Paper is read 

immediately below.. 

 “Alfred Wegener‟s Pangaea could stage a comeback (RETURN OF PANGAEA, see Title)   through cosmic-time-tabled reconfiguration of already 

drifted (and drifting at the moment of reading!) Geological Continents of isolated massive rock-size of the super-weighty-Pangaea‟s original Rocks in a 

geological-pro-universal-engineering-fiat for an overdue geological renewal of a repeat-Pangaea-re-positioning marvel by geological-inbuilt-tangential-

levellers.” Also, in the Title , I have incorporated the Simulated Pangaea which means that it is man-made but not a cosmic revelation as per the cosmic 

chronology out of bounds to decode by mankind .  

Certain Apperceptions supporting the Working Hypothesis : 

 Cosmological Leveller Impact  

The Vedic Universe passes through repetitive cycles of creation and destruction during which the universal energy gets conserved again and again for 

the next 311,040,000,000,000 human years, as per Vedic tradition. Research by humans has proved that Universe has memory. The „Drift of 

Continents‟ out of the Grip of the Pangaea Super Continent was scientifically chased , traced and proved from its state of hypothesis  despite backlash 

for about half-a-century by the then scientific associations and popular belief as a hypothesis .   

  

../AppData/Local/Temp/Styles_of_Thought_on_the_Continental_Drift_Debate%20(1).pdf
https://www.worldwidejournals.com/indian-journal-of-applied-research-(IJAR)/recent_issues_pdf/2019/November/creation-of-universe-a-study-of-vedic-concept_November_2019_1572595699_1800355.pdf
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Fig. Hexarchy of drifted Continents 

In view of what is said as above that the Research by humans has proved that the Universe has memory, Recurrence of Pangaea‟s resetting or Pangaea 

staging a comeback is a high Probability from the Memory of the Universe .However, this Paper believes in recurrence of some sort of cosmological 

eventuality in future bringing about return of Pangaea through what is called cosmological leveller impact since understanding of humans about the 

cosmic Universe has been proved more logical, rational and true-some than ancient time per se . Therefore, there exists a predictable element of 

recurrence at any point of time from now via an unforeseen cosmic event. It may be like a contingent liability occurring in Nature‟s balance sheet of 

actions and inertia. And, consolidated unbalanced forces might take the act on themselves preceded/followed by chain-reaction as expounded by Sir 

Isaac Newton‟s Classical-Mechanical-Cyclical-Nature‟s-Law owing to reasons of owned/direct/indirect forces of an internal and external condition in 

Earth‟s core-geology operating to adjusting with the mass (plurality) of the six broke-away trouble-shooting continents piecewise and/or consolidated 

ab initio preceded by acceleration  

 Through a Simulated Pangaea Creation with Atomic/Nuclear Energy put to Application 

This means an applied hypothesis of „Reverse Engineering Call‟ through movement of Rock at the bottom of sea for a simulated Pangaea regeneration 

.to restore prehistoric inter-continental proximities on Earth. In other words, a time-tabled reconfiguration of drifted , distanced and isolated Continents 

of current Atlas to pre-historic proximity in an engineering marvel using nuclear/atomic energised bull-dozers deep into the oceanic bottom.  

9. CONCLUSION  

For Alfred Wegener, who lived life for 50-years only, the time must not have been adequate to knock out both Charles Darwin and Albert Einstein‟s 

wisdom combined while his criticisers had already called him trespasser from Astronomy into Geology!  

So far as knowledge goes, trespassers need to be honoured, even posthumously. Otherwise, how the inter-disciplinarian and muli-disciplinarian 

expertness would be made available by individuals‟ mankind.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fig. Pangaea>LG>Hexarchy 

A different language other than one speaks, writes and works with does not make one‟s own scientific knowledge less productive on a scientific scale 

of computed comparative productivities. But, lack of brains is behind the least, lesser and low scientific productivity while the owned back-up 

languages are not. Confirmedly, however, united stands the mankind instead of getting divided on the scientific issues in particular, no matter 

howsoever be the language‟s dark-room controversies in plurality and generality manifest in various frequencies. Not-exaggerated to writing to say that 
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a lingua franca is so old as the age of that part of the Earth scientifically calibrated and sometimes appeared older than that of the whole Earth & 

Human lot summated. 
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